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Abstract—From encryption to machine learning, the interest in
quantum technologies is growing by the day. Many big companies
are pushing the research and trying to develop a variety of
techniques to achieve the so-called ”quantum supremacy.” Among
all, there is one which is simpler to build an integrated system
with: photonics. In this study, we illustrate the characterization for sensing elements of a prototype photonic integrated
chip (PIC) where the photonic layer and the detector layer
are homogeneously integrated. We fabricated in our facility a
testing chip with silicon photodiodes as output devices. After the
characterization discussed in this work, such detectors will be
used as fully integrated sensing elements for a more advanced
chip featuring thermistors as phase shifters in a multiple MachZehnder Interferometers architecture.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Rigetti, IBM, Microsoft, Psy-Quantum, Ion-Q, D-Wave: all
these giants of research are investing considerable resources
to develop cutting-edge and scalable quantum technologies.
At this time the research witnesses a variety of competing
systems: superconducting, topological, photonic, trapped ions,
each with its own pros and cons. Most of these system exploit
entanglement and superposition of quantum states of photons
on at least one stage. Such phenomena are fundamental
for implementing a quantum system and, on a larger scale,
quantum computers. Quantum systems, when large enough,
can theoretically overcome the performance and limits of
nowadays computing architectures by a large amount. Quantum technologies, however, are still mostly at the laboratory
development stage, and they require much development in
robustness and scalability to become real competitors of their

traditional counterparts. Among all of the aforementioned systems, photonic systems are the closest to scalable integration
thanks to the maturity of the silicon platform due to the
huge success of microelectronics. Our study fits in this area,
aiming to provide further characterizations for homogeneously
integrated photonic circuits sensing elements: photodiodes
(PDs). Generally, in a Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC) a
waveguide made by transparent glass medium is exploited
to confine photons into a defined path. The path may be
changed by acting on the waveguide with thermistors that
locally change the temperature of the glass, and therefore
the refractive index of the waveguide via the thermo-optic
coefficient. The refractive index change in the waveguide in
turn alters the phase of the travelling light. This tunability
of the photons phase is exploited to realize engineered interference when multiple paths cross, e.g. in a 2 × 2 port
(Beam Spitter, BS). By combining heaters and beam-splitters,
it is possible to achieve any arbitrary unitary state transformation, granting photonic chips the fundamental property of
universality. The last element of the chain is represented by
sensing elements, like PDs, whose task is to correctly detect
the quantum circuit’s output. In this work we discuss linear
PDs detectors to demonstrate the feasibility of the process,
but the same integration technology will be used to integrate
advanced single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) for proper
quantum state detection in the future. There are strong proofs
of photonics as a solid platform for realizing quantum chips,
like in Annoni et al. [1] where a photonic switch was built by
assembling a matrix of Mach-Zehnder Interferometers (MZIs)

through consecutive stages, granting the acquisition of high
dimensions parallel data. MZIs were a central focus even
in [2], where Gentile et al. designed and realized a Bayesian
phase estimator that proved resilient to most common noise
sources. Such structures have been further developed to realize
programmable nano-photonic processors and general 2-qbit
ports [3], [4]. However, such systems still rely mostly on offchip sources and detectors, where the most popular integrated
option features the use of superconducting nanowires operating
at cryogenic temperatures. In this work, we aim at a first
characterization for PDs embedded in a PIC solution, with the
aim of further developing the technology into scalable roomtemperature integrated single photon detectors. This work is
organized as follows: in Section II we present a brief overview
the of full quantum photonic chips where the detectors will
be featuring as sensing elements. Section III illustrates our
architecture of the present prototype device. In Section IV,
we discuss our characterization results, focusing on the PDs
response from external illumination. Finally, in Section V
conclusions are drawn.
II. OVERVIEW
Literature defines Silicon Nitride (SiN) as state-of-the-art
material for near-infrared photonic waveguides [5]. Being
CMOS compatible, SiN offer an ideal platform for silicon
photonic chips fabrication with an huge advantage with respect
to chips based on non CMOS-compatible materials. In this
work we integrate silicon photodetectors in the substrate of a
PIC realized using SiN as the guiding material. Having the
detector directly integrated in the silicon substrate has huge
advantages with respect to other quantum technologies such
as trapped ions or superconducting circuits that require specific
and dedicated fabrication processes for the deposition and
fabrication of exotic materials. The SiN waveguide fabrication
process can have different basic building blocks embedded
in the circuits. Such blocks are usually made, among other
components, by at least one beam splitter. The building
block we focused on in our work was the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. Generally speaking, an MZI includes two beam
splitters and two-phase shifters placed on two different and
parallel traces of a waveguide. After the first beam splitter, the
light is divided into a 50-50 power split, and their paths are
further modified by a phase change induced by thermistors.
Lastly, the two light beams travel through a second beam
splitter and exit the block forming interference. We have
already characterized Ti-TiN thermistors as phase shifters in
a previous work [6]. Here we will characterize integrated PDs
to be used as photon detectors in the PIC. In this work we
will measure the characteristics of the photodiodes and obtain
the spectral responsivity from (external) normal incidence.
This responsivity will later be used to estimate the detection

efficiency of the PDs from in-plane excitation coming from
the PIC. High detection efficiency is required to fully design
and implement a PIC solution embedding up to 10 MZIs and
correctly detecting the output beams with an array of such
diodes.
III. T HE A RCHITECTURE
We fabricated a test structure with silicon PDs in the
cleanroom facility of Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK). The
chip was realized with non-stoichiometric SiN as the photonic
material, and the fabrication process is similar to that of the the
test chip for Ti-TiN thermistors in our previous study [6]. We
used a silicon wafer with an epitaxial layer for the detectors,
built through ion implantation and covered with SiO2 glass. A
silicon oxide layer is used both below and above the photonic
layer to insulate the guided modes from the silicon substrate
and external environment respecrively. The final PIC will
include both silicon PDs (as output detectors) and Ti-TiN
thermistors (as phase shifters). An electronic control board
is necessary to get full control of all PIC features. In the
following section, the response of the PD to external excitation
is presented and discussed.
IV. R ESULTS
The PDs characterization was performed with a 200mm
4x PH150 Karl-Suss PM8 Manual Probe Station, ensuring
high stability and reliability. In addition, a LABVIEW VI was
designed to collect the data.
First, dark condition I-V curve was measured to estimate the
breakdown voltage. The behavior in the breakdown region is
shown in Fig. 1 for six of our silicon PDs, giving a breakdown
voltage value close to -29 V. The forward current of the
diodes was also tested in dark condition, as shown in In
Fig. 2 with all of the diodes bearing a current intensity of
mA without damage. Secondly, a set of measurements with a
light source was performed to check the PD response under
normal incidence illumination. Figure 2 shows I-V curves of
a diode under different illumination conditions.
In this first study, the light intensity response was obtained
by changing both the illuminator current and the optical zoom
of the microscope through which the light beam passed. The
flux is thus roughly proportional to the illuminator intensity
times the zoom factor squared. The current intensity for a null
voltage bias, i.e. the photovoltaic current, is plotted against the
illumination intensity in Fig. 2. Notice that, as expected, such
a current is roughly linearly related to optical intensity.
Finally, the normal-incidence spectral responsivity of the
PDs was quantitatively characterized by using a spectral lamp,
a spectrometer and a calibrated detector. Figure 2 shows the
A/W spectral responsivity in the visible and near infrared
region for three PDs of different dimension (width: 98 µm,

variable length: 112, 177 and 242 µm). The optical power
flux impinging on the detector was first measured spectrally
by using the calibrated detector. Then, the photocurrent at
0 V bias was measured on our PDs and normalized on the
impinging power. Note that the three detectors have different
active areas, but the observed normalized responsivity is the
same. The responsivity values at 700 nm and 850 nm of
wavelength, where the PDs will be characterized for co-planar
light propagation in the photonic circuit in future experiments,
are highlighted in Fig. 2. The oscillating spectral features
with ∼50 nm period are due to thin the film interference in the
various layers that cover the detector. It is worth noting that
these features will vanish in the next characterization stage,
where the light will be directly coupled from the waveguides
to the detector.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we illustrated the characterization curves for
a set of silicon PDs monlithically integrated with a Silicon
Oxynitride SiON PIC. The next step will be the characterization of the PD response from in-chip light travelling inside the
waveguides of the PIC. Such devices will be included in our
future prototypes of complex PICs. Our results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the produced silicon diodes both for
dark and bright current regimes, thus confirming the viability
of the chosen fabrication technology. The PDs responsivity
guarantees that, provided an adequate coupling with the PIC,
sub dBm photonic signals can easily be detected with common
electronics. Together with our previous inspection on resistive
Ti-TiN thermistors as phase shifters for non-stoichiometric
SiON optical waveguides in [6], this paves the way for an
electronic circuit meant to control precisely the PIC, exploiting
feedback solutions in both linear optic (with PDs) and quantum
regimes (with APDs).

Fig. 1: Typical I-V curves near breakdown.
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Fig. 2: Top left: I-V curve in forward region. Top right: I-V curve for bright current. Bottom left: I-V curve in photovoltaic
mode for different illumination conditions. Bottom right: Measured A/W responsivity of the fabricated PDs.

